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M cC hesney m en skip secular m usic CAO welcomes parents
Carol Marks
Lead W riter

McChesney men - hear no evil, see no evil, speak no evil during the Christian Music Diet. Photograph by Brandon D. Perkins

Andrea Caylor
Staff W riter

“Garbage in, garbage out.”
This is the principle behind Mc
Chesney RD Clinton Rice’s
challenge to the men of his dorm
to avoid secular music for 30
days. The “Christian Music
Uiet,” created by A1 Menconi,
ayouth evangelist, was enacted
to parts of McChesney during
toe third full week of April.
The “diet” is less of a legalis
tic restriction on music intake
toan it is a call to pay attention
to what is on the radio. The
challenge, however, is not just
deeding out secular music for
toe next few weeks. The 30
days will be focused on an in
put of only Christian music,
^ith hopes of producing a posi
tive effect, mentally and spiritoally, on the students who have
chosen to participate.
The goal of the challenge,
^ice said, is to create the awaredess that when Christian music

is going into the mind, an alter
ation will take place in the
thoughts, motives, and attitudes
of those who are involving
themselves in the challenge.
“Music, whether you realize it
or not, really does have an ef
fect on who you are,” Rice said.
McChesney resident, senior
Jeff Parlett, decided to take on
the challenge. “It was kind of
hard for the first four or five
days, especially in my car, since
I don’t have a cassette deck,
and I have to pick through the
Christian stations,” he said.
Both Parlett and his roommate
are participating in the chal
lenge. “I haven’t noticed that
much of a difference yet, but
that’s probably because we’re
surrounded by so many Chris
tian influences already. But the
good thing about the Christian
Music Diet is that it cuts off one
of the few secular influences
we do have on this campus,”
Partlett said.
Another McChesney resi

dent, who preferred to remain
anonymous, did not choose to
accept the challenge. “I’m kind
of an eclectic person when it
comes to music. I like all kinds,
and even though I could prob
ably do it, I just didn’t want to,”
he said.
Rice’s own experience in the
challenge has made him more
aware of what he listens to.
Rice said, “Personally, it’s made
a difference in what pops into
my head. I don’t wake up in the
morning with some song, like,
why on earth is that in my
head?” The music in his head
now, he said, has been put in on
purpose, rather than by a ran
dom subconscious listening ex
perience.
Rice commented that while
some men in the dorm thought
the challenge is a great idea, a
few took time to provide their
own criticisms of particular
Christian music or music styles.
Rice said that he is aware of the

continued on page 8

Rather than traveling home
for Mother’s Day, many stu
dents will spend the weekend
of May 7 with their families at
Cedarville to enjoy the activi
ties of Parents’ Weekend. The
Campus Activities Office an
ticipates approximately 400
families will be on campus for
the weekend.
Dick Walker, the director of
the Campus Activities Office,
said, “It’s a fairly standard Par
ents' Weekend schedule.” The
weekend kicks off on Friday
morning with Honors Day
Chapel which recognizes stu
dents for academic accomplish
ments.
Parents and students can at
tend a performance of the spring
play, The Man Who Came to

Dinner, if they have already
purchased tick ets. P erfo r
mances will take place on
Thursday, Friday, and Satur
day evenings at 8:00 p.m. as
well as Saturday afternoon at
2:00 p.m.
On Friday evening, several
college musical ensembles will
present the annual Pops Con
cert in the Jeremiah Chapel.
Among the groups performing
are the Symphonic Band, Brass
Choir, and the Orchestra. Al
though each of the groups per
form separately, the symphonic
band will join the orchestra to
play the 1812 Overture for a
finale. Admission to the con
cert is $3, and tickets will be
available at the door.
Following the POPS concert,
the jazz band will perform a
free concert in the chapel. The

N etw ork w oes thw art
com puter technicians
Michelle Home
(Staff Writer

Cedarville’s network system
has experienced major prob
lems over the past four months.
Because of the reputable and
award-winning status the col
lege maintains, Computer Ser
vices has been investigating the
problems to preserve this repu
tation.
According to David Rotman,
director of Computer Services,
the majority of network prob
lems occurred after several
major computer parts failed in
one day. In the early afternoon
on March 29, four such mal
functions took place. First, the

central switch controlling all
traffic from computers had two
of its 16 cards failed. The sec
ond problem Computer Ser
vices id e n tified was the
presence of a malfunctional net
work card on the server. At the
same time, a short occurred in
the College Center’s network
cable, creating the third prob
lem. The fourth and final diffi
culty arose when one of the
hubs in McKinney failed.
Because of the multiple prob
lems, Rotman said, “The server
got confused.” Had all of these
failures occurred separately,
Rotman is confident the situacontinued on page 8
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A ir Force ROTC cadets recieve awards at banquet
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Kim Eridon

Student Award

Staff W riter

The A ir Force R eserve
Officer’s Training Corps De
tachm ent 643 held its
1998-1999 Awards Ceremony
on Thursday, April 29, on the
Second Floor. This detachment
consists of students from Cedarville College, Sinclair Com
munity College, the University
of Dayton, and Wright State
University. Several Cedarville
College students received rec
ognition for excellence in vari
ous areas.
Air Force ROTC is an orga
nization that trains college stu
dents in the courtesies and
behaviors expected of them in
the United States Air Force.
After completing four years and
specific requirem ents, AF
ROTC members usually get
officers’ commissions in the
USAF.
“AFROTC teaches you how
to be a leader and draws that
potential out of you,” freshman
Kristen Kayata of Wright State
University said.
Cedarville ROTC cadets are
members of either the General
Military Corps (GMC), which
consists of freshmen and sopho
mores, or the Professional Of
ficer Corps (POC), comprised
of juniors and seniors. During
their two years in the GMC,
cadets can determine whether
or not they want to pursue a
career in the USAF. Those ca
dets who are committed to the
USAF progress to the POC.
Most POC members are on a
scholarship and must serve four
to six years in active duty after
graduation.
Once a week, Cedarville
AFROTC students get up early
in the morning and travel to
Wright State’s training ground
to learn about how things work
in the USAF. Students also take
one class per quarter/semester
about the USAF.
Students are divided into
flights in a manner similar to
the one utilized by the USAF.
The four flights of the current
rotation are the A-Team, Car

Winners

coni

cone

Mi

Matthew Snyder
Adam Steiglemeier
Timothy Sutton
Jonathan Burson
Pamela Claus
Brandon Dow
Brett Frey
Peter Springirth
Air Force ROTC cadets Adam Reed, a sophomore from Wright State, and Samuel
Mantravadi, a senior from Cedarville, received the Commandant of Cadet
Mission Support Award from a representative of the Military Order of the World
Wars at the AFROTC Det. 643 Awards Banquet. Photo by Brandon Perkins

nivore, Blackjack, and Atom
Bomb.
At the Awards Ceremony, the
shields hung on the wall behind
senior Jonathan Burson, theemcee for the night. Other decora
tions included authentic models
of various USAF and USN
fighter planes suspended from
the ceiling.
The banquet, held to recog
nize the cadets' accomplish
ments over the past year, is one
of the highlights of the year. A
prayer, the singing of the na
tional anthem, and the invoca
tion preceded dinner. Gregory
Donahue presented a slide
show, and cadets shared laughs
about numerous inside jokes.
Donahue mentioned two of the
things he has learned: cadets
thicken with age, and cadets
improve with age.
Lieutenant Colonel Adrienne
R. Campbell, the commander
and sophomore instructor of the
AFROTC program, made a
short speech about the constant
process of change and construc
tion required to make a good
officer candidate. Then, cadets
received awards for their hard

work and achievements. In the
middle of the awards, a skit full
of inside jokes about what ex
actly is meant by snacking dur
ing m orning classes was
presented, which culminated in
the cutting of a watermelon.
For her work in organizing
the banquet, senior Pamela
Claus received a missile model
to put together. In addition, she
was honored with a Blue Chip
Award for excellence in aca
demics and military activities
as well as graduate school po
tential; this will go on her per
manent record.

David Colil
Joshua Daniel
Samuel Mantravadi

The night was full of laughter
and camaraderie. The .AFROTC
cadets know each other well
and can depend on each other.
Though they do have fun, they
also realize they may need to
serve their country in the fu
ture. The core values of the Air
Force are as follows: "integrity
first, service before self, and
excellence in all we do."
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400 families arrive today for festivities
continued from page 1
concert will kick off at 10:30.
More than 600 people are
planning to attend the
mother-son and mother- daugh
ter breakfasts on Saturday
morning.
Walker said, “We thought it
would be neat on that weekend
for mothers to be able to do
something with their children.”
Fathers can attend a separate
breakfast that morning while
their wives and children eat to
gether. The breakfasts will take
place 9:00-10:30 a.m.
During the day on Saturday,
families can travel to Locust
Hills Golf Course for a golf
scramble that begins at 11:30
a.m.
Also, the Campus Activities
Office is sponsoring a Lawn
Fest behind the Dixon Ministry
Center. The Swordbearers,
Masters’ Puppets, Abundant
Life Singers, Lifeline Players,
and Kingsmen Quartet respec
tively will perform between

2:00 and 4:00 p.m. Admission
to the Lawn Fest is free, and
attendees can enjoy free bever
ages and ice cream.
Colman and Clevenger, both
music professors at Cedarville,
will give the Saturday evening
concert which begins at 8:00
p.m. The piano duo will per
form a variety of music, includ
ing show tunes, famous ballads,
and more.
“Colman and Clevenger did
a concert for Parents' Day
Weekend a few years ago. It’s a
fun concert. On these kinds of
weekends, it’s kind of fun to
focus on college groups,”
Walker said.
Tickets, which cost $3, will
be available at the door on Sat
urday evening.
Senior Anastasia Mobley is
looking forward to spending the
weekend with her parents, who
will travel from Woodsfield,
Ohio.
They plan to attend the POPS
concert, the mother/daughter
breakfast, the play, and the Sat

urday evening music concert.
“I’m looking forward to the
play because I’ve heard it’s re
ally good,” Mobley said.
Mobley had some trouble
deciding whether or not to go
home for the weekend. “I’ve
always gone home for Mother’s
Day. Since it’s my last year
here, they decided to come,”
she said.
Tim Ropp, a sophomore from
Fairfield, Ohio, said, “I’m look
ing forward to having my par
ents here and doing different
stuff than I would do on a nor
mal weekend.”
A member of the symphonic
band, Ropp will perform in the
POPS concert. He also plans to
see the play and enjoy the
Colman and Clevenger concert
with his family.
Junior Heather Jackson de
cided to travel home to Fort
Wayne, Ind., to spend Mother’s
Day there. She said, “I thought
I would give my mom a break
and go home.”

Cedars wishes a
very happy 21 St
birthday to
Brandon Perkins

Shutterbug,
mountain man,
and engineering whiz.

Rebecca M. Border
The Liberalizer
grity
and

Christina A. Lay
The Computer Nerd

Rebecca J. Ritzel
Symbolic ^

cian

Peter J. Bednarek

Janel B. Blackburn

The Token Male

Nordica's Mom

Brandon D. Perkins
Mr. Cedars

Mr. J. Simons
We'll Miss You

Cedars is a bi-weekly publication issued on Fridays, except
during breaks and exam weeks. The goal of Cedars is to entertain
and inform its readership through reporting on our campus and our
community.
The opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of
Cedars, its staff, or of Cedarville College, but are solely those of the
writer. All submissions are the property of Cedars and are subject
to editing and/or revision.
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Year-long subscriptions are available to the public for $20.00
(U.S. Mail). Checks should be made payable to Cedars.
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1998-1999 Cedars editors (Clockwise from Left)

Joshua Kimmel, Rebecca Ritzel, Christina Lay, Rebecca Border,
Janel Blackburn, Pete Bednarek, Brandon Perkins.
Photo by David Blackburn.
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Campus News and Events

Prayer inspires cam pus 3 ,

Cham berlain displays R ecent W orks
Amanda W heeler
Contributing Writer

Tara Swaney
Staff Writer

The first major art exhibition
at Cedarville College will be
held May 7-21. Terry Cham
berlain, the art professor at Ced arville, w ill p resent and
display his paintings in his
show, Recent Works, which
opened today in the DMC
lobby.
Chamberlain said, “Artistic
expression is an ever-changing,
ongoing process.” He is most
excited about the show because
it is the first opportunity he has
had to paint in years. He has
currently shifted his interest
from graphic design to focus on
painting. Chamberlain has been
teaching and involved with
graphic design for years, but he
said that painting gives him
more pleasure.
The show will consist prima
rily of acrylic and oil paintings,
pastels, and several collages and
drawings. Chamberlain began
working on the show in the
spring of 1998 and will display
50 works—all completed in just
two years—at his exhibit. If the
style of Chamberlain’s art could
be compared to that of another

artist, he believes it would fall
between Georgie O ’Keefe and
Vincent Van Gogh.
The theme in Chamberlain’s
art is nature, or naturalistic rep
resentations. Chamberlain uses
nature as a starting point to cre
ate his invented organic forms,
but he filters nature through his
feelings and the deep apprecia
tion of and response to the
beauty he finds in God’s cre
ation. His paintings exist be
cause of his awe and reverence
for nature. Chamberlain said,
“The miracle is that these things
exist, that they have been made
by God. That interests me more
than anything.”
Chamberlain is excited about
his show but also hopes he will
be able to bring in other local
artists in the future as the art
major is added at Cedarville.
As new art faculty members are
hired, Chamberlain wants them
to be able to exhibit their art.
This will be possible through
portable display panels, which
Chamberlain will use for his
show and other major exhibi
tions.
Senior Julien Johnson, one of
Chamberlain's students, said, "I
think Mr. Chamberlain is a great
asset to our college, and he has

worked very hard to make the
art program what it is today . . .
He is an incredible man who is
doing his best to educate stu
dents in the arts. I have learned
so much from him, and I know
I will carry what I have learned
with me the rest of my life."
So far the art major has been
postponed a year, but the cur
riculum has already been writ
ten and approved by the Music
Department. Concerning the
plans for an art major, Dr. Duane
Wood, academic vice president,
said, "We are moving forward
but without undue haste. The
biggest constraint is space for
art studios, labs, and class
rooms. Thus, we are probably
at least two to three years away
from offering majors. We will
be offering two minors, art and
graphics arts, during the 1999
2000 academic year, assuming
faculty and Board of Trustee
approval. A second faculty
member also will need to be
hired in the near future."
Chamberlain finds painting
fulfilling and challenging and
is thankful for the chance to
have a show. He and his wife,
Deborah, have been looking
forward to the show. Chamber
lain is dedicating the show in
honor of his wife.

T hursday evening, from
7:00-9:00, students from every
comer of the campus gathered
at the white tent erected on the
lawn between Williams, the
TRC, and the Library. On this
Day of Prayer, they met to pray
and worship.
What made the meeting dif
ferent from the rest of the day’s
events was that this was student
run. S ophom ore A ndrea
Patterson said, “The coolest
thing about this tent is that it is
all student-led and organized.”
Junior John Mason, a mem
ber of Elijah’s Fire, said, “The
See You At The Tent was a com
bined effort between senior
Shawn Brennan of SGA, Prayer
Force, Ad 7, and Elijah’s Fire
(a men’s prayer group).”
The extensive cooperation
and interaction between student
groups for this endeavor is un
paralleled in the history of the
Day of Prayer at Cedarville.
See You At The Tent was or
ganized as a two-hour time slot
so that students could come and
go while prayer and worship
continued. The group followed
the ACTS pattern, praying
prayers of adoration, confes
sion, thanksgiving, and suppli
cation. Leaders facilitated the
group’s prayer, which was in
terspersed with praise choruses,

B a rn a b e

accompanied by students pla __
ing guitars.
Junior Jessica Joy Lutz,
member of Prayer Force, w Mam
especially enthusiastic abdze hi
what happened, because it w‘an wi
consistent with the goals nd a i
Prayer Force and Elijah’s Fiflve s]
Both groups are on campus -ream
facilitate prayer among ster hir
dents, and the tent did just thflcoui
Lutz said, “It has been hufghts i
bling to see God provide tP hare
opportunity to have a s t u d i e d
led prayer time in which l^enai
would ultimately be glorified Stig
This did not happen withc/ille
much planning. An organiz=radu;
tional team met regularly prptiger
to the event to plan and coorfal C<
nate the evening. Junior Ma^ce o1
Boys, a member of Elijah’sFii^e m<
said, “This has been a c o ll/1Cers
five effort. From the first day ers 'n
brainstorm ing, people ha,Vvas'
been working really hard to g^antf
this thing going.”
*wc
The tent fostered much p o .^y c
tive feedback. Sophomore Ry* Sti,
Sparzak expressed, “I am e enjo;
cited to see how much of 2lnter
impact this will have here ^nn
Cedarville and around the coul dent:
try. Sparzak recently help* For
found Elijah’s fire, an organ ^igl
zation which serves as a coul arid
terpart to Prayer Force. Bo! clas:
groups hope the Prayer Tel dent
becomes a standard feature 1Vl'or
Irer
the Day of Prayer.
in a
son

C o w th e rin e

C a lfle en

C o w vin

~
i
One Mile north o f Yellow Springs on Route 68
Open 7 days a week 325-0629
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3olice Chief Stigers keeps law and order in Cedarville for 24 years
pla

Stigers also believes the col
lege administration has contrib
uted to a healthy community
relationship. “Paul Dixon has
made a real successful effort in
merging the college into the
community,” he said. “It’s bro
ken down some barriers in the
village.”
When Cedarville College
classes are in session between
September and June, the vil
lage experiences a 70 percent
increase in traffic. “This isn’t
our estimate,” Stigers said. “The
Ohio State Police Department
came and measured the in

crease. The extra traffic comes
mostly from 18 to 22 year-olds,
and they’re not the most re
sponsible drivers. I know how I
was at that age. We see more
crashes, fender benders, and
things like that. It’s just life.”
“We have students who feel the
department specifically targets
students,” Stigers said. “Then
we stop someone in the com
munity, and they get all bent
out of shape and say, ‘Why
don ’t you go after those college
students?’ The bulk of viola
tions between September and
June are from college students.
They make themselves very ob
vious. We don’t have quotas or
anything like that.”
Stigers has no difficulty re
membering being college-aged
himself. It was at that time that
he found quality stamped all
over a certain young female.
“My wife Barbara is a Cedar
ville College graduate, class of
’77,” Stigers said. “I was one of
those townies who grabbed a
college girl. She lived in Faith
dorm. My parents lived across
from Alford. My friends and I
would call units and start talk
ing to girls. If they hung up,
we’d call another room. I met
Barbara through another townie
who was a student. Now we’ve
been married 20 years.”
Together, Stigers and his wife
enjoy many hobbies. Besides
being involved at their church,
they enjoy eating out, travel

Dave Jones Soccer
Russell Pound
Dr. Wood Awards
Shawn Graves
Casey Ruffin
Rusty King
Edward Nehus
Kelly Reitz
Language and Literature
Alumni
Rachel Morris
Anderson Family
Janelle Baker
Edith H. Milner
Timothy Townsend
MYCOM Scholarship
Sarah Flenar
Music
Alumni
Jessica Harriman
Kohl
Jason Naill
Faculty Music Award
Jack Barben
The Love Scholarship
Jennifer Abbey
Robyn Cannon
Music Contribution
Steven Weber
Jeremy Whaley

Outstanding Future Music
Amy Clutz
Rietveld
Allister Baldwin
Walbom
Amy Lovell
Nursing
Alumni
Jana Glessner
Pat Yoder Amstutz
Sonwoo Lee
Kimberly Kerr Adam Wamken
Lillian Kresge Amy Smutylo
Leininger
Jodi Stone
Taylor
Gretchen Savage
Psychology
Alumni
Ann Marie Swartz
Alton R. Brown
Kimberly Cox
Heidi McKelvey
Science and Math
Alumni
Maranatha Ruberg
AuSable
Ellen Laber
Ann Weeks
Austin Elmore Christine Brittin
CRC Press Chemistry
Kristen Bollmeier
Organic Chemistry
Edward Nehus

Gudrun O lson
Lead Writer

Lutz,
rce, w Many students might recogc abdze him—a trim, uniformed
>e it w»an with brown hair and eyes
;oals nd a mustache. Perhaps they
fi’s Fiftve spotted him at Beans ‘n
mpus 'ream. Or maybe they rememng ster him from a more personal
ust thflcounter involving flashing
n hui*ghts and a driver’s license. It
'ide tP hard to miss Cedarville Postude*ce Chief Keith Stigers; he has
lich peen an officer here for 24 years,
•rifled Stigers has lived in Cedarwithc/ille since 8th grade. After
gani22raduating from Cedar Cliff,
ly pri^igers attended Clark Technicoor<fal College and became a poir Ma^ce officer in Cedarville. Now
i’sF ire manages four full-time ofc o ll/1Cers and nine part-time offict day ers in Cedarville. “Ever since I
; ha,'Vas in elementary school, I’ve
d to granted to do this,” Stigers said.
“I wouldn’t trade this place for
h p o .^y other one.”
eRy2 Stigers said that the part he
im e:enjoys most about his job is
of ?interacting with people: comlere munity members, college stu; coui dents, and even young children.
ielpf "For the Elementary School’s
irgan Right to Read program, I went
coui and read a Dr. Seuss book to a
Boi class,” Stigers said. “I have stu- Tei dents interview me for homeure <work assignments all the time.
I remember one girl calling me
in a panic because another per
son had canceled and she had to

Cedarville Police Chief Keith Stigers has served on the police force for 24 years. He
enjoys getting to know college students and town residents. Photo by B. Perkins

have the interview done right
away.”
“Right now in law enforce
ment, everyone talks about
neighborhood patrol, getting of
ficers out of their cars onto the
streets,” Stigers said. ‘T ve been
doing that for 24 years.”
Because of this personal con
tact, Stigers feels he has a good
relationship with people in the
community, including Cedar
ville College students. “I really
like the students,” he said.
“Even ones that have gotten
tickets, I’ve gotten to be good
friends with.”

Miriam Maddox Clarissa Band
Award Recipients
Rietveld
Jeremy Brown
The James Phipps
Bible
Kristy Young
Shawn Graves
Alumni
Education
Bryan Bell
Canine
Alumni
Grace Frisbey
Daniel Byrne
Hugh Hall
Irma Dodson Julie Forstrom
Paula Rummel
Lawlor
Clara M. Milner
Corianne Kooy
Oxford Press
Peter Bednarek
Paula Rummel
Erich Ebert
Kimberly Rideout
Marlin Rayburn
Alicia Baisley
Michael Wenger Autio
Engineering
CE/Youth
Jonathan Rauch
Alumni
Brandon Perkins
Business Administration
Deborah Pittman
Alumni
Brenon Christofer SAE
IEEE Dayton Section
Amstutz Sales Management
Shawn Lundvall
Rebecca Grissom
IEEE Scholarship
Business Senior Faculty
Arik Akerberg
Emily Alt
AFCEA Scholarships
Emily Dizer
Krista Word
Cloud Accounting
Nehemiah
Andrew Heyd
Dustin Crider
Deborah Pittman
Wall Street Journal
Exercise and Sports Science
Michael Lewis
Alumni
Michelle Vanlier
Communication Arts
Alumni
Michael Koerbel

ing, camping, and biking.
Because Stigers has spent time
on bike trails in the Xenia and
Yellow Springs area, he knows
that Cedarville’s bike trail will
bring an added dimension to
the community. “I don’t think
people realize how much this
bike path is going to affect the
com m unity,” Stigers said.
“Eventually, the trail is going
to connect the state. From a
tourist standpoint, we could
have a major increase. On a
good weekend, Yellow Springs
can have 10,000 people a day
come through their town. Ce
darville has the same poten
tial.”
“You can compare it to the
growth of the college,” Stigers
said. “They have a m ajor
five-year plan for construction
that will bring more students in
here. If you have a plan, it can
impact you positively. If you
don’t, it can impact you nega
tively. Mayor Jim Phipps has a
plan for downtown revitaliza
tion to upgrade storefronts and
repair curbs.”
“There’s also potential for busi
ness growth. People who are
riding through might want to
wander around and do some
shopping or get something to
eat or drink. We want to have
something for them. Instead of
just riding through, we want
them to stop,” he said.

Creation Research
Biology
Richard Porter

Chemistry
Eric Fiveland
Mathematics Brian Reen
Patterson Chem.
Maranatha Ruberg
Social Science and History
Alumni Aaron Mercer
Edmund Burke
David Reisenbigler
Harold R. Green
Christian Ministries:
Amy Clutz
Wade Harris
John W. Bicket
Jason Hilgeman
Aime McGinnis
Melissa Warner
James Jeremiah
David Beary
Ruby Jeremiah
BethAnne Clary
SGA
Jeremy Bouma
Codi Edgington
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M cG oldrick annouces upcom ing retirem ent and w riting plans
Julie Flick

Contributing Writer

Students at Cedarville Col
lege know Dr. McGoldrick well
for his challenging history les
sons, mysterious cat, and plaid
suits. He challenges his students
because he believes that a
scholar’s historical interpreta
tion is not independent from his
religious convictions.
James Edward McGoldrick
was bom and reared in Phila
delphia, Penn. He served in the
Navy Reserves for eight years
where he was part of the hospi
tal corps. At the tim e,
McGoldrick considered going
into the field of medicine.
His wife Betty says that, as a
professor, he practices brain
surgery in a way he did not
expect to at the time of his civil
service. It was his conversion
to Christianity that caused
McGoldrick to shift his career
focus. His wife’s relatives faith
fully attended a Baptist church
and insisted that the young
couple attend. By God’s grace,
McGoldrick accepted Christ,
and, two years later, his wife
did as well.
It was after his conversion
that McGoldrick began his stud
ies again. “I had a new motiva
tion,” he said. “I had a far greater
motivation to learn and study
than I’d ever had before in my
life. Although I was a fairly
good student in high school, I
never fulfilled my potential. . .
But, once I realized that God
had given me certain talents
and I was responsible to use
them for His glory, that was the
motivation I needed to pursue
knowledge with real devotion.”
McGoldrick’s devotion to the
pursuit of knowledge is evident
in his academic background.
He earned a B.S. and a M.A.
from Temple University in
Philadelphia and a Ph.D. from
W est V irginia U niversity.
McGoldrick was awarded Fel
low of Modem Studies from
the Sixteenth Century Studies
Conference in 1998, Cedarville
College Faculty Scholar Award

Dr. James McGoldrick's cat Nellie has been choosing history essay questions
throughout her owner's career at Cedarville. Photo courtesy of Dr. McGoldrick

for 1994, and Faculty Member
of the Year for Outstanding
Teaching in 1976. He speaks
German, French (as much as
dislikes it), and Hebrew.
McGoldrick has published
more than 40 articles and books
and continues to research and
write on various topics in his
tory. His book Baptist Secessionism has been particularly
well-received and is now re
quired reading at Westminster
Seminary in California.
Today, McGoldrick contin
ues his commitment to schol
arly research and publication.
He is currently writing a book
called D o dd ’s Renaissance
Man: A braham K uyper
1837-1920. He is'also working
on two articles for Oxford
University ’s New Dictionary o f
National Biography. The book
is entirely devoted to British
biography and will replace the
currpnt dictionary, which is
more than 100 years old.
The Rennaisance and Refor
mation era is McGoldrick’s spe
ciality. Senior Ben Barnhart is
currently taking Reformation
Europe, his first McGoldrick
class since having the profes
sor in the freshmen Honors Pro
gram.
“McGoldrick’s Reformation
class has challenged me to think
through the doctrines of the Ref

ormation and consider my
own theological position in
relation to those issues.
Sometimes, students have a
hard time seeing the rel
evance of history, but the
rigor of McGoldrick’s class
challenges students to make
the historical issues relevant
to their lives,” Barnhart said.
McGoldrick developed his
commitment to Christian
education because of his dis
satisfaction with his own
secular schooling. “I had the
experience of exposure to a
wide diversity of beliefs, and
many of them hostile to my
faith . . . It strengthened me
because it put me on the de
fensive, and, therefore, I was
able to arrive at a clear un
derstanding of what I be
lieved and why I believed it
and present it articulately.”
McGoldrick’s experience
with secular scholarship is
also what drew him to a com
mitment to the Reformed
faith. “I had very little knowl
edge of Scripture, and I,
therefore, was very poorly
prepared to deal with the tax
upon my Christian faith.”
This lack of knowledge di
rected McGoldrick to ask for
advice from people in his
church and read intensely. “I
had to buttress my own faith

by independent study, and so I
started collecting Christian books
written by scholars . . Many of
these books are still on shelves in
his Collins Hall basement office.
In fact, the walls of his office are
com pletely lined with books,
maybe as many as 5,000.
McGoldrick turned to the writ
ings of “people whose shcolarship
was impeccable, yet people thor
oughly committed to the integrity
of historic Christianity.” This in
troduction to Reformed scholars
motivated McGoldrick to investi
gate their theology. Lorraine
Boettner’s book The Reformed
Doctrine o f Predestination was
key to McGoldrick’s understand
ing of the Reformed faith.
Junior Sara Gedraitis, who has
taken five McGoldrick classes,
said, “Coming from a public
school, I was taught mostly a cy
clical view of history. McGoldrick
has really changed my thinking on
that. He gave me more of a Chris
tian perspective on history, and
now I understand that history is
linear. It has a definite beginning
and end, and a real purpose.”
McGoldrick holds that under
standing this is, vital to a Christian
interpretation of history. “As a
historian, I see a complete confi
dence in the total sovereignty of
God as indispensable for an ap
preciation of history. If God is not

sovereign over all things, then
the question has to be, well,
who is?”
McGoldrick plans to continue
'
acting on his commitment to
Christian education into his re-i
tirement. “I prefer to call it re-I
location.” He and his wife will
be moving to the Carolinas in
June 2001. The warmer climate
is im p o rtan t fo r M rs.
M cG o ld rick ’s
health. stluji0
McGoldrick is already search- CD, Jt
ing for university positions there dant 1
but is far from having any defi- p nSs
nite plan. He is also consider hours
“It >
ing teaching at a seminary, or amen
even taking up a pastoral posi- hassle
tion. He is well-qualified for ules t
the pulpit. He served as a pastor well-'
in tw o d iffere n t B aptist tllem
churches for a total of eight
eat
years and is currently an elder minis
at Grace Covenant Church.
t ___
Whether he relocates to North
or South Carolina, McGoldrick
will be sure not to leave Nellie
behind. Nellie is his cat, infa
mous to any student who has
experienced McGoldrick’s ex
ams. For the record, when asked
if Nellie really picks his exam
questions, he said, “Oh, of
course.... [Nellie is] very intel
ligent, a superior cat.” And she
Ai
would just about have to be,
in
th
considering her owner.
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Christian M inistry teams release new

Construction worker

recording o f concert performances

induces campus panic

Karen Belding
Contributing W riter

After six weeks and five trips to the recording
studio, the music teams finished recording their
Lrch- CD, Jesus, Draw Me Close. Members of the Abunhere dant Life Singers, the Swordbearers, and the
iefi- Kingsmen Quartet together spent over sixty studio
jgj., hours completing the CD.
“It was a lot of long hours,” senior Dan Forness,
’ . a member oftheKingsmen Quartet, said. “It’s a big
l0S1' hassle getting forty-plus people with different schedfor ules together to put in the hours, but the work is
stof Well-worth it.” According to Jim Cato, director of
tist the music teams, the teams view the time and prayer
ight they have put into the recording as worthwhile.
'Team s see this project as an extension of their
Ider
ministry,” Cato noted.
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The CD is centered on the theme of becoming closer
to God. “Each year, we pick a major idea that the CD
tries to communicate,” Jim Cato said. “Our goal in this
project is to assist people in taking some time in their
busy schedules to enjoy the reality of the presence of
God.” Junior Mindy Robinson, accompanist for Abun
dant Life, said, “It’s basically a praise and worship CD
that makes you reflect on your quiet time with God.”
The CD will be sold mainly during the teams’
summer concerts at various churches. Cato said, “The
teams pray that when the people who come to concerts
choose to buy a copy and take it home, that the ministry
they have in the church will continue days, weeks, and
even years later. We really trust that people will draw
near to God as they listen to this project.”

t ________________________

Thief still
atlaige
J. D. Head
Contributing W riter

An arrest may be imminent
in the Cedarville bank-robbery
case, Police Chief Keith Stigers
said.
In a phone interview on Fri
day, April 30, Stigers said that
a number of articles of physical
evidence had been sent up to a
crime lab in London, Ohio, to
be examined; results from those
examinations are beginning to
trickle back in.
“W e’ve had a suspect right
from the beginning,” Stiegers
said. “We had a lot of circum
stantial evidence. We’ve been
Waiting on this physical evi
dence to come back in.” Once it
does, they will take it to the
prosecutor, to see if they have a
case.
“It’s not like Hollywood,
Where everything happens im
mediately,” Stigers said. “In the
real world, these things take
time.”

J. D. Head
Contributing Writer

Construction worker Gary Downs was charged on April 15 for
allegedly inducing a panic, a first degree misdemeanor. This
charge is in response to a phone call allegedly made by Downs
suggesting that there was an explosive device in an unspecified
dorm.
According to Cedarville Police Chief Keith Stigers, the call
was traced almost immediately to a phone on the construction
site of the unnamed new dorm. The trailer in which the phone
was eventually found, however, was not listed as having a
phone, extending the search about half an hour. The police
finally zeroed in on Downs through the process of elimination.
Downs, 48, of Dayton, neither confirmed nor denied the
allegation to the police, instead choosing to exercise his consti
tutional right to remain silent, Stigers said. If convicted, he
could face a maximum of six months in jail and a $1000 fine.

Senate restricts Clinton’s
bid for military m ight
Tuesday the Senate set aside a resolution that would have
authorized a wider military campaign against Yugoslavia after
the measure’s chief sponsor accused President Clinton of being
afraid to fight.
“The president of the United States is prepared to lose a war
rather than do the hard work, the politically risky work, of fighting
it as the leader of the greatest nation on Earth should fight when
our interests and values are imperiled,” said Sen. John McCain,
who was a prisoner of war in Vietnam.
Moments later, the Senate voted 78-22 to set aside the measure,
which would have permitted Mr. Clinton to use “all necessary
means” to prevail in Yugoslavia.

M ilitary strike mistake?
The Clinton administration will not challenge a lawsuit filed
by a Saudi businessman who said the bombing last year of his
pharmaceutical plant in Sudan was a “mistake” based on faulty
intelligence data.
The administration also agreed to release $24 million in assets
that the businessman, Saleh Idris, had deposited in U.S. banks.
The Aug. 20, 1998, cruise missile attack, which the White
House claimed was in retaliation for terrorist attacks on two U.S.
embassies in Africa, came three days after President Clinton’s
appearance before a federal grand jury investigating his relation
ship with Monica Lewinsky.

Tornadoes cause severe damage in Oklahoma City
Thousands of residents began returning to tornado-shattered
neighborhoods Wednesday, trading tales of survival from
Oklahoma’s deadliest storm in decades. In south Oklahoma City,
police and National Guard troops enforced a 24-hour curfew to
prevent possible looting.
Police had kept the hardest-hit areas of southwestern Oklahoma
City off limits until Wednesday morning. At that time, hundreds
of cars lined up bumper to bumper at a police checkpoint, where
residents had to show identification and prove they lived in the

neighborhood before they could be allowed in.
Federal Emergency Management Director James Lee Witt said
the tornado that hit Oklahoma City on Monday was one of the
worst he has seen in six years at the agency. In Kansas, at least
1,500 businesses and homes were destroyed or heavily damaged.
“When you look at this, you literally think that there would
probably be 1,000 killed, because this was devastating,” Witt
said. Thus far, 43 people have been listed as dead from the
tornadoes.

news taken from Internet sources
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Students celebrate Spring Q uarter by giving open air serenades
C at C arter
Staff W riter

Spring Quarter usually reminds
students that there are things to do
besides homework.
One of the most popular spring
distractions is to follow the sound
of music out of the dorm and to a
sidewalk or grassy area, where
wandering musicians perform for
whoever takes the time to enjoy.
Members of William’s Boot
have gotten together to have small
jam sessions on campus. The band
includes the talents of David
Knickerbocker on rhythm and lead
guitar, Dan Price on rhythm gui
tar, Doug Britton on bass, and
Andrew Olsen and Randy Yinger
on drums. Several of them can be
found from time to time playing at
the benches in front of Printy, the
picnic table in front of Marshall,
and behind the Dixon Ministry
Center.
Knickerbocker, more commonly
known as DK, said that music and
the warm weather seem to go to
hand in hand. “It’s a great excuse
for going outside and enjoying the

Freshmen Dan Fox and Chris Brewer join the spring chorus of “wandering minstrels.” Photograph by Brandon Perkins

day. We play to enjoy ourselves
wherever we can, whenever we
can. William’s Boot is out to show
that Christians can have as good of
a time as anybody else.”
According to their fans, they
have succeeded in that effort. “I
enjoy to hear them play and to
spend sometime outside relaxing
while grooving to some good mu
sic,” sophomore Jami Myers said.

Another familiar face to those
who take time to stop and listen to
the music is that of senior John
Grapentine. He usually joins up
with another guitarist, Allister
Baldwin; Mark Wyse and Kyle
Willett join them on the drums.
Occasionally, Willett plays the
keyboard. Although when the
group plays outdoors for fun, they
usually keep it acoustic. Grapentine

also feels that playing outside dif
fers from a normal gig because it
lends a creative spirit to the musi
cians.
“There’s a different energy out
side. A room has a certain atmo
sphere because of the way it was
built, whereas the outdoors has an
atm osphere th at you c a n ’t
change— so instead you might al
ter the way you are playing,”

Grapentine said.
Besides having the creative at
mosphere, Grapentine said that
playing outsiders just more fun.
“A kid always says ‘I’m going to
go out to play, not in to play,” he
_
said. “What I would like to see is
more people out there playing . . . Whe
make it more of a community ex- hy m(
perience.”
ray ar
Some students have taken ad- here I
vantage of the warm weather to ’lied,
glorify God in the midst of his And
creation. Dan Fox, guitarist and lUeath
vocalist; Matt Hoffman, guitarist; °day,
Chris Brewer, bass guitar; and his sa
Willett, percussionist, have joined Yes
together as a worship band.
^ay ”
“We are pushing the envelope Eve
as far as what people expect in Forworship. We want to move it from he ar
a time of song-singing to a time of irrive
worshiping our Lord,” Fox said. aene
The band is hoping that those ^ nu
who come to be entertained,will V*ctin
find themselves engaging in wor- begin
ship instead. “We just want to beMte th
an encouragement to people out- dust c
side.” Their group performs in front gcr
of Printy as well as on the north easily
side of the Ministry Center.
y0
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R otm an explains w hy the servers "aren’t talking to each other" t
continued from page 1
tion could have been alleviated.
When all of these problems
arose at once, however, Com
puter Services found it difficult
to solve all four problems at the
same time.
Yet with the high standard of
technology Cedarville main
tains, why were all of these
failures able to occur? Accord
ing to Rotman, the cause of the
four failures is still unknown.
The major difficulty Computer
Services experienced was actu
ally locating the various sources
of the problems. The delay that
this incurred resulted in tempo
rary log-on and Internet-access
problems for both students and
faculty/staff.
Rotman insists that the prob
lems are not related to any of
the Y2K issues. Computer Ser

vices has worked to ensure that
Cedarville College is Y2Kcompatible. Both the personal
com puters on cam pus and
Cedamet’s major software are
Y2K-compliant. Furthermore,
minor changes will be made
this summer to both the tele
phone and energy management
systems to head off any future
Y2K problems.
Despite these frequent prob
lems, Rotman believes the fu
ture looks bright. In an effort to
maintain a quality network,
Computer Services will con
tinue to work on different as
pects of the network. Last
summer, they replaced three out
of the six student servers. Also,
over this past spring break, all
of the faculty/staff servers were
replaced. Lastly, the final three
student servers will be replaced
this summer.

The servers are not the only
items that will be improved.
Computer Services has worked
to double the available e-mail
space since last year. Based on
the fact that Cedarville students
are sending and receiving over
25,000 e-mail messages every
day, they have continued to
purge e-mails older than 90
days. This not only frees up
space on the server but also
prevents servers from crashing
since the server does so when
e-mail space is completely full.
According to Rotman, the
boards have been fixed, the
malfunctioning parts have all
been replaced, and the utilities
(which both fix the servers and
keep all information synchro
nized between the servers) are
running smoothly.
For the past two weeks, these
network improvements have

kept the system working better
than it has been since March
29. Rotman asks for continued
patience on the part of both the
students and the faculty/staff as
Computer Services does its best
to maintain Cedarville’s repu

tation for a quality network.
“This has been a difficult time
for our staff. They work long
and frustrating hours; we appreciate people’s patience.”
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Rice extends challenge
continued from page 1
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shallowness and even theological inaccuracy of some music that
is labeled Christian music. He clarified his own understanding of
the “diet,” saying that, in the end, it is really about being discerning
about what is going on in music.
“I don’t want them to come to the end of this saying, ‘I’m never
going to listen to secular music again.’ That’s foolish,” Rice said.
“I want them to think about the music they’re listening to—
"is.
Christian or secular.”
The challenge is not only for music but also for discernment of
P.
all media students expose themselves to.
Soil
Rice extended the challenge to other students on campus with 1. ^
this insight. He said, “It’s not a cure; it’s a test. It’s a test to show ■evi
[ that music really does affect you.”_________________________ _
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s Walker admits Senioritis

ve at1 that
i fun.
ing to
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see is ,

m ay afflict the m asses
Lisa Walker

________________________________
Terminally

lg . . . When I was a little girl, I asked
:y ex- ty mother, “We have Mothers’
^ay and Fathers’ Day. Why isn’t
n ad- tare Kids’ Day?” She wisely reler to ’lied, “Every day is Kids’ Day.”
f his And if my mother could be
t and lUeath her wisdom to all seniors
arist; °day, she would perhaps convey
and I’is same sentiment.
)ined Yes I know we have “Senior
^ay.” But don’t be fooled,
dope Every day is Senior Day.
ct in E°r—as we well know by now—
from ta annual affliction has already
neof ^ived. The dainty Senioritis
aid. taerie has sprinkled a healthy dose
hose ^ numbing dust on her hapless
.will v’ctims. The result? Those affected
wor- tagin to do strange things to satio be\ Ite the restlessness and shake the
out- tast off their feet.
Cront Seniors in the springtime are
orth Easily identifiable.
You can see them everywhere,
taiafing on benches. Sprawled on
*ta lawns. They sport a certain air
— ofcareless contentment, traveling
"'ith easy gait and faraway looks,
^hey walk on the grass. They don’t
.
'’'ear socks.
I think it is time that we address
this issue with the gravity it deIme ^rves. It is time that we looked the
onS tanioritis Faerie in the eye and spit
aP" init. in order to properly do so, we
tatst first identify the symptoms
°f Senioritis. Then we can effec^ely attack this mysterious af
fliction and send it sleeping with
*ta three-eyed fish in Cedar Lake.

hat
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future’s so bright, I gotta
'''ear shades.
With gleaming futures so close
0” the horizon, it is easy to let the
Hlare blind you to your present
fesponsibilities. It begins when you
flfst realize that as long as you pass
^°Ur Spring Quarter courses, you
Cannot ruin your graduation sta
tus.
Eor instance, you may have been
Guilty of any of the following:
Your day starts at 1:00 p.m...
' even though you have all moml|*8 classes.

111(Senior
2. When you have a project due
the next day, you
a. play guitar.
b. download fonts off the internet
and make a reference page of your
favorites.
c. send out resumes to potential
employers.
d. clean your room.
3. You attend more naps than
classes.
4. You spend entire afternoons at
Chuck’s until Gary throws you out.
5. If you are a(n)...
a. Bible major, you are sick of
theology.
b. education major, you can’t
stand the sight of children.
c. mechanical engineering ma
jor, you start taking the ethanol car
out to pick up girls.
d. electrical engineering major,
you have free time.
e. music major, the chapel bells
don’t jar you anymore.
6. You begin your honors thesis
three hours before it’s due. (One of
my friends called this phenom
enon “critical mass of apathy.”)
7. You forget what time chapel
starts.
If any of these sound familiar,
you may have fallen prey to the
Senioritis syndrome. In fact, you
do not have to be a senior. Juniors,
sophomores, even faculty often
catch this bug. Junior Brandon
Perkins lives with five seniors,
who, as he attests, “all have it.” In
Perkins’ case, premature Senioritis
has reared its ugly head in more
recreational ways. He has found
more time in his hectic engineer’s
schedule to “play Ultimate Frisbee
and take weekend backpacking
trips.”
Occasionally, Senioritis suffer
ers experience momentary relapses
and awaken, panic-stricken, late at
night, as they remember every
thing that they haven’t done. Soon
after, they drift off quietly to sleep
with frantic prayers on their lips,
only to rise the next morning with
a newly replenished apathy.

Despite her best efforts to resist the effects of Senioritis, Lisa Walker fails to stay awake even though surrounded by fascinated
underclassmen and alumni. Demerits are pending for this blatant offense. Photograph by Brandon Douglas Perkins

What’s love got to do with it?
When I asked senior Ben
Barnhart to describe his symptoms
of senioritis, he woefully related a
special kind of pressure that se
niors face. He described it as “the
need to find a girlfriend.” This
feeling may arise in even the most
stoic of seniors. On the opposite
end of the spectrum, many other
seniors suffer the “need to lose a
girlfriend.” Consequently, you will
find that many of your graduating
friends have either recently be
come engaged or . . . disengaged.
At the end of those four years
(“prostrate to the higher mind?”),
there is no middle ground.
But I must admit that strange
things do happen Spring Quarter.
When I was but a lowly freshman,
I myself snagged a senior with less
than two weeks left. Hey, nobody
ever said love was practical.
Short of reverting back to ar
ranged
marriages
and
mail-order-brides, I can see very
few quick fixes to this dilemma.
But you never know what may
happen.
Friends are friends forever
In junior high and high school,
“Friends” was the common an
them we sung as we made our
prepubescent rites of passage. And
still this song brings back happy—
or rather, sappy—memories. In
fact, a couple of years ago during
Chuck's Valentine's Dinner, the
Bethel boys had the DJs play that

song for the entire cafeteria. My
table sang along so enthusiasti
cally that my friend Mattman got a
bit carried away with emotion and
made a mess of his strawberry tart.
And understandably so . . . Our
friendships here will make our
college days memorable for years
to come.
If you actually try to remember
how you met people during your
college experience, it can be quite
humorous, especially if it occurred
during your first quarter at Cedarville. I met one friend because he
was the only freshman I knew with
a car Fall Quarter, and he drove, a
group of us to the mall. I met others
while standing at the corner by
Printy (Which is where most so
cializing took place that first quar
ter).
After your freshman year, you
think you know everyone. And
then you become a senior. I met
folks at the 100 Days Party that I’d
never seen before. “Oh, you’re a
senior? Nice to meet you.”
And then it hit me.
The other day as I was getting
ready for classes, a realization
struck me, as if for the first time.
Everyone is graduating. I am leav
ing. Will I ever see any of these
people again? In a state of minor
panic, I went to my friend Loren
Pierson and asked him how on
earth I could possibly keep in touch
with everybody I knew. I explained
that I was a terrible letter writer
and not much better with e-mail.

He thought for a moment and
then offered a solution, which he
titled The Hierarchy of Friends.
According to Pierson, although we
have many friends at college, we
can only realistically maintain
meaningful relationships with a
precious few. These, he suggested,
we must put on the top tier of our
hierarchy and work diligently to
write or phone them once in a
while. He also suggested that if
you ever receive an e-mail from a
friend, to write back immedi
ately—no matter how short it may
be. Because—chances are—you
won’t get to that long, emotive
letter that you were planning to
send as soon as your work was
done.
Senioritis may affect all of us,
but there are a few words of
advice I can offer:
Do your homework.
Go to chapel.
Your future may be very bright.
But don’t forget the shades.
Oh . . . and kill the fairy.
I would have written more. But I
have Senioritis.
Quotes of the week:
A Cedars editor was overheard
saying during campus power out
age on Wednesday: “This is worse
than Y2K.”
Tip of the week: Don’t believe
everything Microsoft Word tells
you. Grammar Check tried in vain
to replace my modifier “much bet
ter” with “many betters.”
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Sam Logan
Columnist

This Tuesday marks the three-week anniversary of the mass
murder at Columbine High School in Littleton, Colo. The initial
shock of the tragedy has worn away, leaving hurting parents and
grieving friends to try to pick up the pieces and move on. And as
reality faces the American people, everyone wants to know why.
What could cause two teens to murder their peers and then kill
themselves? In other words, why are 17 people dead?
The investigation has brought to light
that both Eric Harris, 18, and Dylan
Klebold, 17, were fans of the popular
blood-and-gore video game DOOM.
Some have suggested that the two kill
ers’ actions were directly influenced by
the role-playing game. Others have
called for heightened gun control legis
lation, claiming that tighter laws could
have prevented this tragedy.
The truth is that we do not know what
caused the shooting rampage. There
are thousands of kids who play DOOM
who have never killed anyone. And
while the debate over gun control is
fierce, it stands to reason that deter
mined kids are going to be able to get
their hands on guns regardless of legis
lative efforts to prevent them from do
ing so.
I am not saying that neither of the above factors played a role in
the murders; in fact, I am inclined to think that both violent video
games and the accessibility of guns may facilitate this kind of
violence. However, I think these are merely symptoms of a
problem that lies at the root of American society and which
threatens to destroy us— the cultural undermining of family val
ues.
“Family values” has been the political catchphrase of this
decade as conservative and liberal politicians alike have sought to
strike a chord with their constituents and thus win their desired
office. Although the phrase has lost much of its meaning in the
rhetoric of the public forum, it nevertheless connotes an important
part of our society.
God has made the family the basic building block of civilization,
and when the family is weak, the foundation begins to crumble.
Last year alone, more than one million divorces took place in the
United States. The U.S. Census Bureau reports that, as of 1998,
almost 30 percent of children under 18 years old live with only one
parent.
Unfortunately, the very institution to which God has given the
primary responsibility of raising the next generation and instilling
it with a sense of morality is the one that is weakening.
I am not willing to say that the Littleton shootings are a direct
result of poor parenting on the part of the Harrises and Klebolds.
To speculate such a hasty judgment not only is in poor taste but
also is irrational and unfounded. I am also unwilling to dismiss the
relationship between youth violence and a lack of family interven
tion.
It is a well-known fact that in the 1950s, the most persistent sign
of rebellion in the public schools was chewing gum. We have
come a long way since then. Our “progressive” society can now
boast that our students kill each other in the hallways. What is the
difference between the student of the 1950s and the student of the
late 1990s? Perhaps the breakdown of the family has something

to do with it. Maybe the apparent lack of respect for life among tl
members of Generation X stems from the failure of the family
pass on any values.
The school should not be the primary wellspring of value'
Moral education should take place first in the home, then in til
church. The miserable failure of both institutions to significant!
influence our youth is apparent in the fact that, on a large seal!
today’s youth develop their value systems from what they learn i
the public schools. The schools, in the naiini
of tolerance, teach relative values and do n(
espouse the idea of absolute truth. No wond(
teens feel justified in killing whomever the|
please. The relativistic philosophy taught i
school provides no moral barriers to sto ^ or
them.
damei
I have emphasized the indispensability of tnreact*<
family. In this day when values are relatiV0^ 1^
and morals are considered antiquated, tlic^ urc
family stands as the single most import; Mach<
bastion for combatting the indifference eralis
funda
human life that pervades our culture.

k
B g tg ttK S
lllis fe iiii

We are all potential parents. We all know thij ^ a<
the rampage in Colorado is not an isolate^ °fNe
incident. The same thing could happen il^emii
Cedarville, Ohio. The tragedy occurred i this

Littleton, but the problem is pervasive. ] e^ ect
nothing else, perhaps the Littleton tragedjtl0n 1
will serve to remind us of the gravity of thl
responsibility which God has given to the family, and mof1Cause
directly, to us.
admii
So what can we do? First, we can pray that God would comfof ^rom
the families of the dead in Littleton. Second, we can choose to b< ^ *
agents of change in our culture as we promote biblical value' ^eagi
through our own families. And finally, we can seek to be salt art ^ leo
light in word and deed to those around us, for we realize that thl
family will only become the institution which God intended it t< Ma
be when people’s hearts are changed with the gospel of Christ. |^at c
in hii
and
callei
N e e d extra cash n e x t year^
fatioi
D o n 't w a n t t o w o r k a t C h uck's^ liber;
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t Christianity and liberalism still a good read after four score years
ing tl
nily
alue
in tl
cant
seal
:am)
narf
Jo n(
ond*
Je&se D c C onto
r the
Columnist
ght i
i sto If one can broadly define fun
damentalism as the orthodox
of tHreaction against the penetration
latiV °f liberal theology into the
j ^ c h u rc h , then J. G resham
)rtai Machen’s Christianity and Lib
ce t eralism is one of the classics of
fundamentalist literature.
v
Machen served as professor
of
date New Testament at Princeton
;n i Seminary in the early part of
2d i this century. When liberalism
,e ] effectively disabled his instituged tion from producing genuine
>f th Uiinisters of the gospel, Machen
moIi caused a ruckus. The Princeton
administration then ousted him
nf0f from his position. The scholar
to b
the prestige of the Ivy
due' league to found Westminster
t ant Theological Seminary in Philait th] delphia.
it t< Machen addressed the issues
•jst. that drove him from Princeton
in his 1923 work Christianity
and Liberalism. The author
called for a quick and sure sepa
ration between Christians and
liberals. The Westminster split
M th P rinceton m odeled
Machen’s suggestion. Because
tt denies the atonement of Jesus
for the sins of his people, lib
eral theology had no place in
the ministry of his bride, the
church. This is the thesis that
Underlies Machen’s book.
Many of the threats to ortho
doxy that Machen thought char
acterized liberalism in the ’20s
still find enthusiastic audience
Within evangelical churches
today. Because of its contem
porary relevance, the classic
kook was reprinted last year.
As an account of a crucial
episode in the historic struggle
f°r Christian orthodoxy, Chris
tianity and Liberalism is a must

read for any student of church
history but deserves attention
from the church's laymen as
well. The prose is skillful and
approachable, making a single
busy weekend adequate time
for a careful read.
What upset Machen was not
simply that the liberals dis
agreed with him on some key
doctrinal issues. They certainly
did that. The dispute, however,
addressed a concern much
broader than any specific doc
trine. Not only did liberal the
ology downplay sin, belittle
God, and undermine the gos
pel, but the liberals rejected the
notion of doctrine altogether.
For many Christians today,
“experiencing God” remains
the crux of their faith. Instead,
theology, what humans know
about God from Scripture,
should dictate the way Chris
tians live. Sadly, many do not
approach the Bible with the goal
of learning how we should re
spond to God. Instead, they go
to Scripture looking for answers
that explain their current cir
cumstances.
For Machen, the problem is
obvious: if Christians limit the
application of doctrine to com
mon human experience, then
common humanity is all they
will ever experience. Christian
doctrine, in all its fulness, is the
tool of the Spirit to lift God’s
people out of their humanity to
communion with the Almighty.
Machen also recognized the
common fear that doctrine tends
to divide Christians rather than
to unite them. He tried to allevi
ate this fear by affirming his
unity with other believers. A
Presbyterian, he acknowledged
C hristians as diverse as
premillenial Baptists, Angli
cans, and Methodists to be his
brothers and sisters in Christ.
He wrote, “It is perfectly pos
sible for Christian fellowship
to be maintained despite differ
ences of opinion” (p. 48).
On the other hand, Machen
was not willing to ignore doc
trinal differences. Love must
always characterize Christian
relationships, but the pursuit of
truth, both for knowledge and

for life, demands that believers
recognize and address theologi
cal controversies. How should
the Christian respond to con
flict? “Certainly it should not
be an attitude of indifference,”
Machen wrote (p. 49).
The Westminster Seminary
founder also saw a more spe
cific point of conflict with lib
eralism in its understanding of
Jesus Christ. Liberals saw Jesus
as not much more than a moral
teacher. If they called him di
vine, it was because of his mor
ally upright life rather than his
membership in the Trinity. They
believed that Christians experi
ence salvation by following the

example of Jesus.
Machen agreed that Jesus was
an the supreme example of
Christian ethics. But he was
and is so much more than that.
He is the atonement for human
sin. He is the Savior. A Chris
tian is not simply one who does
what Jesus did. A Christian is
one whose life was bought by
the Son of God on Calvary.
The liberals’ understanding
of Christ, like their view of doc
trine, has made inroads into the
evangelical church. Though one
hopes that the advocates of the
WWJD? movement had all the
best intentions, the fact is that
their product reflects the liberal

notion that Christ is, at most, a
supreme moral example.
Machen saw that Christian
ity is not built on such a notion.
One does not obtain commun
ion with God by asking, “What
would Jesus do?” One becomes
a child of God by putting his
trust in the saving power of
Christ’s death, burial, and res
urrection. Any Christian move
ment that does not emphasize
this essence of Christianity is,
at best, neutral toward the gos
pel and may, in fact, undermine
it. For pointing out these and
other faults of modem liberal
ism, we owe to Machen and
many other Fundamentalist fa
thers a debt of gratitude.
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Magnolia Place— 6th floor
(off of South Main Street just south of Downtown Dayton)
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Nurse Recruiter, MIAMI VALLEY HOSPITAL,
One Wyoming Street, Dayton, OH 45409.
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Star Wars prequels spawn m edia attention and merchandise
Justin Swanson
Columnist

There ’s a little mo vie coming
out in a few weeks. It doesn’t
have any huge stars in it. The
filmmaker at the helm has only
directed a few movies. In fact,
if someone were to step out of a
time warp into the movie in
dustry, they might think that
this movie’s large budget is a
huge gamble. The film in ques
tion, however, happens to be
the most anticipated film in his
tory. You guessed it—Star
Wars: The Phantom Menace is
the film, and it is sure to be a
colossal hit.
Experts predict a huge loss of
income on May* 14 because of
the large number of people who
are going to skip work to see
this movie. I’m sure that many
students' GPAs will suffer a
similar fate as a Woodstock-like
craze sweeps across the land. I
know a lot of my friends are
planning on camping out in or
der to get tickets for the first
showing.
Rem em ber Titanic two
winter’s ago? That’s the most
hype I have seen surrounding a
movie. I remember promising
my two nephews that I would
take them to see it. Yet, when
ever I tried to get tickets at the
movie theater, it was always
sold out. It was exasperating.
Well people, you ain’t seen
nothing yet.
The movie is coming out on
May 19 at 12:01 a.m. Tickets
will go on sale at 3:00 p.m. on
the 12th. You can be sure that
only the most dedicated fans
will be among the first to view
this movie. Trying to get tick
ets is going to take planning for
the first few weeks. My friends
are already going around with
lists of who is going to camp
out and how many tickets each
camper is going to buy for those
unable to camp. Each person
will be able to purchase a maxi
mum of 12 tickets. The list has
already grown quite long with
all the guys in my hall who

hope to venture out as a group Is this movie going to be worth
to be a part of movie history. If it? Most of you have seen the
you want to see this movie, get trailers. I don’t see how it could
your friends together and start be boring to watch. Yet I al
planning.
ready have seen a couple of
To date, the largest weekend things that appearto look corny.
gross in his
tory belongs
to Steven
Spielberg’s
The L ost
World. This
film grossed
over $90
m illion in
one w eek
end. I think
Star Wars:
The P han
tom Menace
will easily
put
that
record to
shame and
possibly
even double
it. This film
could
be
a w f u l
(w hich is
very
un
likely) and
still make its
money back
in the first
few days of
its release.
The poten
tial gross will be even higher Before you Star Wars fanatics
considering that many theaters seek me out in order to unleash
(like the Lenox in Columbus) your wrath, please just hear me
will be showing it 24 hours a out.
day.
When the original Star Wars
It’s also very likely that ticket came out in 1977, the special
prices are going to go up in effects were a breakthrough for
many theaters this summer. It’s that day. Nobody had ever seen
the age-old concept of supply (or imagined) anything like it
and demand. If theater owners before. It defined a whole gen
know that people are going to eration of science fiction ad
be willing to pay over eight venture. If you watch the film
dollars for this film, you bet now, it still holds up fairly well.
they are going to capitalize on The limitations in special ef
it. The Showcase cinema in fects, however, become evident
Huber Heights just raised its in some of the creature cos
ticket price to $8.00 and its mati tumes and in the climactic space
nee to $5.25, probably in an battle.
ticipation of the summer movie
Though Star Wars may show
season.
a few minute wrinkles, Empire
So now I make my little stab Strikes Back and Return o f the
at the million-dollar question: Jedi are virtually flawless from

a visual standpoint. The battle
at Hoth in the Empire Strikes
Back is one of my favorite seg
ments in film history. The crea
ture effects at Jabba’s palace in
Return o f the Jedi are amazing.
You can’t make it
look much better.
Both o f these
films were made
long before the
C.G.I. (Computer
Generated Imag
ery) special ef
fects boom that
started with Ter
minator 2. Their
special effects
w izardry co n 
sisted of minia
ture models and
puppetry from
talents associated
with Jim Henson.
Again, even with
computer effects,
you can’t make a
movie look much
better. In fact, I
believe a serious
abuse o f com 
puter created im
ages is going to
seriously hurt this
movie.
G eorge Lucas
appears to be
playing
w ith
computers on this film like they
are new toys. It looks similar to
the cheesy additions he made to
the original trilogy when he re
leased them a couple years back
in the Special Edition format.
Do any of you remember the
Jabba the Hut scene they added
to the original Star Wars? The
creature looked horribly fake
and paled in comparison with
the genius of the full-scale pup
pet from the third installment.
The problem with computer
generated imagery is that it al
ways looks smooth and neat,
but it hardly ever looks real. It
can look better than objects or
creatures might look in real life
(Jurassic Park), or it can just
look fake and hurt the realism
and authenticity of a film (Lost

in Space). Star Wars: The Phan
tom Menace looks like it may
be in danger of falling in the
latter category.
I had the opportunity to view
an extended trailer with foot
age from the upcoming film. It
shows much more than the offi
cial trailer and must have been
smuggled on to the Internet by
someone closely associated
with the project. This footage
causes more concern than the
trailer we’ve all seen in the the
ater. I have two friends that are
certified Star Wars fanatics, and
they were both distraught by
the way the creatures that in
habit this film do not look real
at all.
The character that is appar
ently going to take over the
comic, bungling C3PO/ R2D2
role is called Jar Jar. He speaks
w ith
an
aw ful
Jamaican-sounding accent and
looks extremely fake. Who
knows, maybe he will grow on
me. I’m sure I never would have
planned on getting so attached
to a couple of scraps of metal
like C3P0 and R2D2 when I
first saw them.
Besides the creature effects,
the film looks great. There are
going to be amazing light saber
fights between good and evil
Jedi knights. The villain, Darth
Mall, looks fantastic and is
played by a real-life martial arts
expert who is going to menac
ingly flip and whirl across the
screen. The casting appears to
be extremely effective. Both
Liam Neeson (Schindler’s List
and R ob Roy) and Ewan
Mcgregor (Trainspotting and
Emma) are talented (and Scot
tish) actors who appear to have
co n v in cin g ly transform ed
themselves into heroic Jedi.
Is Star Wars: The Phantom
Menace going to be worthy of
all the hoopla surrounding it?
Will George Lucas give us a
film worthy of its predecessors?
Will good conquer evil at the
box office this summer? I don’t
know about you, but I can’t
wait to find out.
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Australian artist delivers honest, yet emotional CD
Jeremy Wingert
Columnist

Close your eyes. Imagine a sparkling beach. Smell the
ocean. Breathe deep. Feel God’s peace.
These images are taken from a promotion in CCM magazine
for Michelle Tumes’ debut album, Listen. So what does this
ambiguous invitation to relax on the sparkling beaches of the
imagination have to do with Tumes’ music? Everything.
Listen uses music as a metaphorical paintbrush indelibly
etching landscapes into the mind of the listener.
One accusation that could be leveled against some of today ’s
Christian musicians is that they are creating music that is full
of truth but devoid of emotion. This is precisely the kind of
cold, sanitized music that the world cannot relate to in any
way. Then there are those artists who fill their music with
passion and emotional depth but whose songs lack thematic
substance. However, Michelle Tumes is a promising new
artist precisely because she blends a straightforward approach
to conveying truth with a level of emotion that has seldom
been heard in the Christian music arena.
The highlight of the album, both musically and emotionally,
comes on the fourth track, entitled “Feel.” The two verses
combine to paint a beautiful picture that compares the
multi-faceted brilliance of nature with the complexity of the
human emotional spectrum. The chorus then urges the listener
to “feel what [you] long to feel.”
This is a song that is destined to be interpreted as a call to
emotion-based spirituality, but Tumes’ comments in the liner
notes make it clear that she is simply encouraging believers to
explore the depth of their emotions as a supplement to their
walk with God. “We are given the ability to express our
feelings within the parameters of our faith.. .The more disci
plined I am in my relationship with God, the more I am able
to feel. This is freedom!” she said.
Both “Feel” and the album’s opening track, “Listen,” are
musically comparable to the New Age stylings of Enya. The
airy, ethereal quality of Tumes’ vocals distinguish her music
from the stronger, edgier vocals of other Christian female
singers such as Tiffany Arbuckle of Plumb and Jennifer
Knapp. What Tumes lacks in vocal intensity, she makes up for
with talent.
In addition, Tumes is already a whiz at crafting catchy
melodies and painting pictures in the listener’s imagination
with her nature-infused lyrics. She wrote or co-wrote ten of
the eleven tracks on Listen, making the quality of the album
even more impressive, especially considering her debut sta
tus.
Another highlight of the album is “Please Come Back,” a
song which has gotten considerable airplay on Christian radio

stations over the past year. The song deals with the story of the
prodigal son from the perspective of the father. Lines such as
“Can you hear the sound of my heart break with each step you
take?” and “You hide and seek / You think you’re free / But
you’re wasting time” vividly portray a father who aches for his ,
rebellious son to return.
“Untame Lion” uses a unique approach in describing God,
since it is based on the character of Aslan from C.S. Lewis’
Chronicles of Narnia series. Tumes sings, “His power is
dangerous / His power is endless love,” which balances out the
numerous images of God on this album as being a gentle healer
(“Healing Waters”), a constant friend (“My Constant One”),
and a faithful guardian (“He’s Watching Over You”).
The one song that just doesn’t work on Listen is one which
Tumes wrote when she was only seventeen years old, entitled
“Life is Beautiful.” In it, she describes a “young girl long ago
who lived a peaceful life” in the jungle, where her father
worked. Even though this girl had little in the way of earthly
possessions, she realized that life was truly beautiful. Finally at
the end of the song, Tumes reveals (not very surprisingly) that
the song is autobiographical.
The fact that the song is written about herself, and that she
seems to portray herself as a dignified, optimistic, deep thinker
who values the right things in life, comes across to me as mildly
arrogant and as too glamorous of a self-portrait. I’m sure that
Michelle is neither arrogant nor ignorant of her failings (in fact,
my brother, who saw her in concert, described her as both
friendly and self-deprecating), but I still view this song as
somewhat of a failure.
Charlie Peacock, who has also produced albums for artists
like Out of the Grey and Sarah Masen, has once again managed
to do a stellar job at the helm of a promising Christian contem
porary artist’s album.
Peacock describes Tumes’ artistry as “gorgeous music that
can wash over you” and “something grander and more beautiful
than disposable pop music.” Indeed, she has created several
songs which transcend the mundane nature of everyday life and
have the ability to affect the listener’s emotions in powerful
ways.
Tumes manages to combine elements of classical music, New
Age music, and hymns, while dabbling in some mainstream pop
sounds. The resulting sound is a one-of-a-kind ethereal experi
ence that can lift you a little closer to heaven. Even if it is only
for 45 minutes.

Note: Michelle Tumes will be the special guest artist for the
J/S Banquet on May 21.

You can buy this recording at the Cedarville Bookstore
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CedarviUe golf team puts it all together on the flat, Ohio greens
Kristen Got!
Staff Writer

Poelzer also received fifth at the tourna
ment with a 76. Their season opener
began
on April 1, where Cedarville
Although most Cedarville students look at
placed
fifth
out of eight schools. Poelzer
golf as a nice Friday-night date at Young’s, there
carded a 77 and came in second.
are at least six gentlemen on campus who take
Sophomore Russell Toms placed fifth
golf to the next level.
individually
with a career-best 75 at the
These six men—senior Jonathan Murphy;
Walsh
Invitation
on April 19.
sophomores Matt Dunn, Joe Mulvaney, and
Toms said, “In our earlier tournaments,
Russel Toms; and freshmen Kyle Beard and
we’ve
only had one or two guys play
Mike Poelzer—have slowly worked their way up
well
in
each tournament. All of us have
the ladder.
had a good round this year, just so far not
Coach Jim Kragel said, “I feel we are making
at the same time. The key is for all of us
excellent progress as a team. This is certainly the
to
play well on the same day.”
•Host talented group of golfers we’ve had since I
Freshman Kyle Beard said, “I feel like
became coach five years ago. W e’re a young
our
team has a solid amount of talent to
team with three sophomores and two freshmen
build
on for the future. With this core of
returning next year, yet we finished second in
young talent, we can really compete
our own invitational on April 27 at Country Club
within a year or two.”
°f the North against some very good teams,
If the team can get this enthusiasm to
deluding finishing ahead of Findlay University
last through the rest of the season, they
Much just qualified for NAIA nationals last
will end on a good note. The team's last
Week.”
tournament
began yesterday, May 6, and
The teams's drive to win and succeed has at
flS S liill
ends today at the Apple Valley Golf
times proven to be a challenge as they opened up
Club.
Beard said, “I feel like this year is
their season. As the weeks have rolled by, the
H
only a hint of things to come.”
team has become more confident and positive.
jjj|j|jfSl
Kragel said, “I’m quite proud of my
m
Sophomore Matt Dunn said, “One of us al
players.
Each one has a deep commit
ways plays well, but we have yet to put it all
Sophomore Matthew Dunn competes on Cedarville's Golf team. Photo by B. Perkins
ment to serve the Lord Jesus Christ with
together at the same time. We have had at least ___
—
their lives. Ihear nothing but good things
°ne person in the 70s at each tournament. We are
from the other coaches when they talk
better than last year, and even better than we were at the Golf Invitational at Country Club of the North.
about the quality of my guys. I think that is an
beginning of the season.”
Dunn carded a one-under-par 71 to become the even higher priority for us, to be a loving and
Those words rang true when Dunn received medallist third Yellow Jacket golfer to win the tournament. The consistent witness for Jesus Christ as we go to
honors at the 18th Annual Cedarville College M en’s last Cedarville victory was in 1984. Freshman Mike these other matches and other schools.”

YellowJacket Scoreboard
Men’s Baseball
Overall Record: 2-30 (.063); AMC Record: 2-1

April 26
UNIVERSITY of RIO GRANDE* (2)
Lost, WON
3-7, 8-6

April 30
at Earlham College (1)
Lost
8-10

April 28
at Malone College*
Lost, Lost
3-11,3-14
May 1
TAYLOR UNIVERSITY'
WON, Lost
6-1.5-13

Men’s Golf
Women’s Softball
Overall Record: 9-29; AMC Record: 7-15

April 26
GENEVA COLLEGE*
WON, Lost
8-7. 0-8
April 27
NOTRE DAME COLLEGE of OHIO*
WON, WON
8-4, 10-5

April 27
18th ANNUAL CEDARVILLE INVITATIONAL
Country Club of the North;
Beavercreek, OH
2nd out of 6
i ’s

Tennis

Overall Record: 12-4; AMC Record: 4-1
April 29-May 1
at American Mideast Conference Tournament

2nd of 6
12 points
May 4
at Heidelberg College
WON
5-2 ~
May 12-15
NCCAA Nationals

Springfield, IL
TBA

:

Women's Tennis
Overall Record: 10-4; AMC Record: 4-1

April 26
at Wright State University
Lost
0-9
April 30
at Shawnee State University*
WON
9-0

15

16
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What unusual w ay have you been asked out or asked someone out ?

Senior professional writing major Andrea Caylor

What unusual way have you been asked out
or asked someone out?
"We were playing a gig one time and there was a guy in the
audience who was watching me all night. After the show, we
were counting our tips and I found a love poem written on a
dollar bill and a note saying he would call. He did
and we went out. "

Sophomore middle childhood education major Seth
Martin

What unusual way have you been asked out
or asked someone out?
"A mysterious woman asked me out on a pick-a-date. Being
the resourceful and intelligent stud that 1 am I searched her
name out in the phone book and tracked her down. I'm not a
shallow person ."

Freshman computer science / Bible comprehensive major Jonathan Ayers

What unusual way have you been asked out or asked someone out?
"I have never asked anyone out in an especially unusual way,
but that in itself is unusual."

Freshman computer science major John Pepe

Freshman communications major Bethany Walden

What unusual way have you been asked
out or asked someone out ?

What unusual way have you been asked out
or asked someone out?

”1 haven't been that creative . . . until now, 'Meghan do
you want to go to the piano concert this Saturday?"

"I am a Chuck's scanner. A guy came through one night and
scanned in and asked a friend for my name. He wrote me
areally long e-mail asking if I wanted to go out. I guess he
was too shy to ask me out in person."

Freshman nursing major Sara Beth LeBlanc
What unusual way have you been asked out or asked som eone out?
"None of the guys at CedarviUe are that creative."

